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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Polished Marble Mosaic Tile Artistic Waterjet Iris Pattern Wall Tiles

Short Description:Waterjet cutting mosaic patterns is

the epitome of integrating modern technology into

the production process and providing satisfied

mosaic tiles to our clients. This product is evidence of

flower mosaic product improvement.

Model No.: WPM286 / WPM286B

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Multiple Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

The waterjet mosaic tile brings rich styles and patterns to our daily life, and it also perfectly

uses different kinds of natural marble materials. Waterjet marble mosaics provide

high-quality building materials with various combinations of colors, puzzles, and lines of

mosaic stone products. This flower marble mosaic tile is made into iris flower shapes and

decorated with diamonds. We have two color series of this style to choose from. Every tile is

made by advanced waterjet machines and the highest manufacturing standards to ensure

the perfect product quality.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Polished Marble Mosaic Tile Artistic Waterjet Iris Pattern Wall Tiles

Model No.: WPM286 / WPM286B

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Multiple Colors

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM286

Color: White & Brown & Grey

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble, Italian Grey Marble, Royal Brown Marble

Model No.: WPM286B

Color: White & Grey & Dark Grey

Marble Name: Crystal White Marble, Carrara Grey Marble, Wooden Grey

Marble

Product Application

Marble is a popular material for both interior and exterior building projects, while marble mosaic stone

is the final perfect form for marble products. The most common applications of the waterjet stone

mosaics are for the wall and decorative back-splashes, this artistic waterjet iris marble mosaic tile is a

great design for both walls and floors in bathrooms and kitchens, and even other living areas in your

house, such as mosaic kitchen wall tiles, mosaic bathroom wall tiles, marble mosaic tile for bathroom

floor, decorative tiles behind the sink, etc.



Marble is a porous material and needs a sealer to cover the gaps and tile surfaces, it will not only

protect the material but also easy to clean any dirt on it. When you clean the mosaic stone surfaces,

please use mild cleaners or professional stone cleaners.

FAQ

Q: Do you sell mosaic chips or net-backed mosaic tiles?

A: We sell net-backed mosaic tiles.

Q: How many types of stone mosaic tile patterns do you have?

A: We have 10 main patterns: 3-dimensional mosaic, waterjet mosaic, arabesque mosaic, marble brass

mosaic, mother of pearl inlaid marble mosaic, basketweave mosaic, herringbone and chevron mosaic,

hexagon mosaic, round mosaic, subway mosaic.

Q: What seal can I use on the marble mosaic surface?

A: Marble seal is ok, it can protect the inside structure, you can buy it from the hardware store.

Q: Will the marble mosaic wall floor lighten after installation?

A: It may change "color" after installation because it is natural marble, therefore we need to seal or

cover epoxy mortars on the surface. And the most important is to to wait for absolute dryness after

every installation step.


